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on the scene againsc such measurements or on the 
basis of measurements of tracer gases. In this way 
the absolute accuracy and uncertainty of the model 
outputs can be used to provide a measure of confi
dence of thei r valid ity. Not only can models be 
used to describe the sp<1.tial structure of the plume 
of contamin<1.nts, but they can also be used to fore
c<1.st the impact of changing weather or emission con
ditions. Thus, the effect of shifting wind direc
tions or changing wind speeds can be quantified. 
When actions such as vent-and-burn are contemplated, 
models can be helpful in describing the impacts and 
selecting the optimum meteorological conditions. 
Models are <1.vailable that can easily be adapted to 
this application, but they need to be integrated 
into a real-time assessment system that incorporates 
on-site meteorological data, terrain features, emis
sion estimates <1.nd concentr<1.tion measurements (for 
validation) , and we ather forecast dat<1. . 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The number of hazardous s p i lls f t:om t i:anspot:t acci-
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dents has steadily increased over the past decade in 
response to the <1.vailabili ty of new chemicals <1. nd 
increased demand. Risk to the nearby population is 
initi<1.lly greatest as a result of atmospheric trans
port. The need is pressing to provide first 
responder groups with instrumentation and othe r 
resources that will enable them to assess the magni
tude and extent of the hazard rapidly and to develop 
effective control or protective actions. This paper 
does not present solutions. Rather, it attempts to 
organize th·e considerations that must be made in 
acquiring or specifying an appropriate system of 
response instrumentation, and it provides a brief 
introduction to the general types of measurement 
techniques <1.vailable and their advantages. 
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Application of Remote Sensing to 
Hazarnous Spill Incidents 
EDWARD E. UTHE AND JAMES G. HAWLEY 

Remote sensing techniques may be particularly well suited for monitoring 
the distribution of hazardous spill concentrations. These techniques provide 
the means for real-time viewing of large atmospheric volumes over remote 
distances that have extremely high spatial and temporal resolution. Atmos
pheric remote sensing has been used extensively in air pollution research pro
grams and is currently being developed for the military for toxic agent appli-
cations. This paper discusses some previous studies that demonstrate · 
capabili ties that should be considered for application to hazardous spill 
incidents. 

Remote sensing techniques are classified as e i ther 
active or passive and capabilities differ greatly 
between these c lass i fications. Active systems pro
vide their own e ne r gy s ources ; passive systems point 
a t naturally occurring energy sources (e.g . , sun
light, thermal radiation from terrain, and atmo
s pheric species). Most active systems used for 
a tmospheric observat i on us e laser transmitters and 
optical receivers; pass i ve systems have only optical 
receivers. Because lasers operate at only a finite 
number of wavelengths and because the cost of the 
sens or inc reases greatly a s the number of wave
l engths i ncreases , onl y one or two wavelengths are 
typically used. 

Passive sensors can per f orm wavelength scans eco
nomically over large wave l ength i ntervals a nd thus 
a r e well suited for d i scr i minating between agents 
t hat have different wavelength- dependent a bsorption 
or emission s pectra. The ma j or advantages of the 
active system are tha t t he energy can be transmitted 
i n pulse form (hence, range i nformation can be ob
t ained by using radar principles) and discrimination 
against background radiation is simplified. Because 
of the differences in active and passive sensor 
t e chnique s, the y are complementary and their com-

bined capabilities are being considered in several 
d evelopment programs. 

REMOTE SENSING EXAMPLES 

SRI Internat i ona l has p i oneered l aser radar concepts 
since 1963, when the f i rst observations in the lower 
atmosphere were conducted. Earlier light detection 
and ranging (lidar) sys tP.ms WP.re typically single 
wave l ength and o bserved range-resol ved energy bac k
ooattcrcd from atmoophcrio par tioulata mater i al. 
These systems did not rea lize their potential be
cause of limitations in band pass and the dynamic 
range of electronic circuits for processing high
s peed signals ("'0 . 000 000 01 s). Later sys tems 
have evolved that can measure particulate concentr a
tions with high spat i al resolution. These particu
late backscatt er systems have e volved so that 1. 5 m 
of spatial resolut i on is now possible. 

Gaseous-measuring l a ser radar systems (termed 
differential absorption lidar) have been developed 
recently. They depend on absorption of laser radi a
tion at two frequencie s by t he g a s be ing measured . 
The ir e mergence has depended on a dvances in tunable 
laser technology. Both van-mounted and aircraft
based lidar systems that measure particulates and 
gases are being routinely applied on air pollut ion 
and military programs . As an example of an exist
ing system, the Mark IX mobile lidar (shown in Fig-
ure l ) can scan across a pollu t ion plume do nwin 
the source and display the cross plume signature 
data in the fo r m presented in Figure 2. In this 
f i gure the lidar is located at the lower left corner 
of the picture and is scanned in elevation at an 
azimuth direction that intersects the plume near ly 
perpendicular to the tr ansport direction. Picture 
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brightness is proportional to the logarithm of plume 
backscatter and therefore is a measure of relative 
aerosol concentration . Concentration profiles at 
several d i stances from the lidar are plotted in Fig
ure 2. A plume cross section can be obtained in 
about 1 min (greatly reduced with new systems) so 
that the three-dimensional distribution of plume 
constituents can be determined rapidly. 

A second example illustrates the capabilities of 
the airborne lidar plume and haze analyzer (ALPHA-
1), a two-wavelength, downward-directed lidar 
operated from the SRI Queen Air aircraft (Figure 3). 
In this example (shown in Figure 4) the lidar was 
flown across a smoke plume about 500 m downwind of a 
small forest fire. Relative concentration patterns 
provide quantitative information on transport ano 
diffusion downwind of the source. Surface returns 
have been analyzed in terms of vertical plume tr.ans
mission, and the two-wavelength (0.53 and 1.06 um) 

Figure 1. Mark IX lidar system observing downwind distribution of smoke. 

Figure 2. Example of computer-generated vertical plume density profile. 
Lidar is located in the lower left corner. Plume vertical concentrations 
(relative to clear air with a scale of 75 m/div) are plotted (lower left), and 
horizontal position associated with each photograph is plotted (upper 
right). 

Figure 3. SRI Queen Air aircraft used to support ALPHA-1 lidar system. 
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transmissions provide information on particle size 
needed for estimates of absolute concentration (1). 

A third data example illustrates the capabilities 
of a differential absorption lidar (DIAL) for ob
serving the distribution of gaseous constituents. A 
DIAL system transmits energy at two closely spaced 

Figure 4 . Smoke plume distribution and vertical transmissions, based on surface 
returns, derived from ALPHA-1 observations , 
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Figure 5. DIAL gas-measuring lidar system. 
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Figure 6. Horizontal cross section of sulfur dioxide concentrations derived 
downwind of Kincaid coal-burning power plant (3 km to right of lidar location) 
derived with the DIAL system. 
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wavelengths such that energy at one wavelength is 
absorbed by a gas species and the energy at the 
other wavelength is only minimally affected by the 
presence of gas. Because the wavelengths are close
ly spaced, aerosol effects can be eliminated and ab
solute profiles of gas concentrations can be eval
uated. In this example, the mohile DIAL system con
structed and operated by SRI (F igure 5) was used to 
map the distribution of sulfur dioxide near the sur
face nownwind of a coal-burning power plant (Figure 
6). The ultraviolet wavelength system has also been 
u s ed to map distributions of ozone and nitrogen di
oxide (1) • Extension of this technique to infrared 
wavelengths would allow observation of many toxic 
chemicals that have unique infrared absorption 
spectra. 

We have proposed to develop under Army support an 
airborne lidar system, airborne lidar for agent re
mote measurement (ALARM), that would use two infra
red line-tunable lasers to combine the surface re
turn analysis (example 2) with the DIAL technique 
(example 3) to map column content concentrations of 
military agents over large regional areas (Figure 
7). Suc h a system ~·:culd p ro":ide a s trong t ool f e r 
mapping the distribution of agents released from 
hazardous spill incidents. 

Honeywell , Inc., has developed a nd demons trated a 
system (XM-21; for toxic agent detection for the 
U.S. Army (3). The system makes rapid wavelength 
seaAa iR ~a; 8 &a 1~ p:a , ra,:elen9tb region and gaq 
milkP. ohsP.rv;at.inns nvPr largP. area,;. HowevP.r, ;,ppli
cation of the technique from a moving platform 
(e.g., aircraft) has not yet been demonstrated. Fu
ture programs may investigate the combined capabili
ties of the active and passive mPthods for improved 
detection, identification, and mapping of toxic 
agents suspended in the atmosphere. 
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Figure 7. Application of proposed ALARM airborne lidar system. 
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Although remote sensing techniques have yet to be 
applied to the observation of hazardous spills, ap
plications to observation of air pollut ion and mili
t acy toxic agents have demonstrated theic unique 
capabilities for detection, identification, and map
ping of concentration distributions for particulate 
and gaseous material s. Remot e sensing systems are 
a vallabl !c! l u y 1uuml urul,il" a rid a irbor ne c onfig ura
tions to facilitate rapid movement to isolated inci
dents. Because of their ability to make observa
tions in real time over extended remote distances 
with high spatial and temporal detail, remote sen
sors may be ideally suited for application to haz
ardous spill incidents. 
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